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User Profile & Usage Situation
Michelle is Senior HR Manager at ABC Corporation
§ She receives 100+ requests per week in identifying best-fit 

candidate for various client projects.
• She goes through time-consuming process of screening and 

interviewing numerous candidates.
• She is looking for 

• Balancing the need for urgent placements with the desire to 
find the perfect skill match.

• Retaining talent within the organization and providing growth 
opportunities.

Alex is a Software Development Engineer at ABC Corporation
• As AI, Generative AI and Analytics are growing areas these days, 

he is looking for  projects where he can grow his skills in the  area 
of AI and Analytics.

• He is looking for 
• Current market trend for AI and Analytics job roles
• Key Skills required to perform successfully in the job roles 

selected by him.

Image created using Midjourney. 

Michelle Langford; Senior HR Manager

Alex Chan; Software Development Engineer
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering
You will provide support to all Human resource queries associated with skill, job and resume matching . You are friendly 
and concise. You only provide factual answers to queries, and provide answers using credible sources, including job 
boards, market trends and technical skills. For a recommendation, you need to understand skill requirements, and use 
leading questions and engage in a conversation to understand job requirements before providing a response on potential 
candidate.

System
Prompt

Michelle can
interact with the
Bot to craft a job
description for
Machine 
Learning
Engineer which 
her client
is looking for
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

Michelle needs Job
description in a
specific format as
required by her
company
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

Now Michelle can
interact with the
Bot to craft a job
description for 
Data
Scientist for
her second client
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

Now Michelle can
interact with the
Bot to see key
differences
between the two
job roles
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering
You will provide support to all Human resource queries associated with skill, job and resume matching . You are friendly 
and concise. You only provide factual answers to queries, and provide answers using credible sources, including job 
boards, market trends and technical skills. For a recommendation, you need to understand skill requirements, and use 
leading questions and engage in a conversation to understand job requirements before providing a response on potential 
candidate.

System
Prompt

§ Alex can Interact with Chatbot to 
understand current Job market for 
AI and Analytics

§ The chatbot provides responses 
and adds new discussion areas to 
help Alex find market trend in AI 
and Analytics job roles
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Develop a conversation 
with your chatbot to help 
Alex understand market 
trend and key skills needed 
for the role

Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering
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Let’s summarize key
market trend for Job
Roles and Skills
required for Alex

Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering
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Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph
Technical Skills 

Programming
Skills 

AI/ML Skills Big Data Tools BI Tools

Python

R

Java

Machine 
Learning

Deep 
Learning

GAN

Hadoop

Spark

Hive

Tableau

Power BI

Alteryx

Image created using Dall-e 
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Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph
Inter-personal Skills 

Communication Problem Solving Strategic ThinkingLeadership

Image created using Dall-e 
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Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph
• In Assignment 1, we worked with a model without feeding any prior terminology. 
• Most sophisticated users have defined their terms and use those terms to discuss a topic. In the case of 

Resume Consultant use case, ABC Corporation has already defined a Skill and Sub-Skill classification.
• Can we use that for our subsequent resume analysis .
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Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph
For Assignment 2, load the Skill Classification as defined by ABC Corporation
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Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph

Let’s now do
some analysis
to understand
essential skills
sub-skills as
required for
Data Scientist
Role define
above
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Let’s now do
some analysis
to understand
essential skills
sub-skills as
required for a
new AI
Solutions
Architect.

Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph
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Can we do 
Similarity 
Analysis 
between the 
two roles 
using new 
skills

Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph
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Assignment 3: Bring Your Document

Michelle has many 
resumes and would like to 
see a fit for those resumes 
against the job roles she 
has identified

One such resume is for
Shefali Nayak.

Let’s load this resume
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• When you upload a document:
• software uses a Computer 

Vision program to divide the 
document into paragraphs. 

• It aggregates these 
paragraphs into pages.

• It created double pages by 
aggregating adjacent pages.

• It creates a vector data base 
for each double page.

•  For a specific search, it finds 
the double pages that match 
the search.

• It uses a generative engine to 
respond to the user question 
using the chosen double 
pages.

Divide Document into 
paragraphs

Aggregate paragraphs into 
pages

Aggregate pages into double 
pages

Convert double page into vector 
database

Convert query to 
Vector

Search and find 
double page

Respond using 
chosen pages

Vector 
DB

Input 
Document

Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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We can use prompts to to
find how this resume fits
in with the job roles we
had identified earlier

Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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Assignment 4: Test & Improve

• Each time you run the assignment; you are likely to 
get a different response.

• Some of these responses may not be accurate.
• Three sources of errors:

• E1: Your prompts may not correct
• E2: Information contained in the model may not 

be correct
• E3: Statistical algorithms may provide incorrect 

result
• You have full control over E1.  
• In this assignment, you will experiment with E1 and 

find ways to improve results by changing your 
prompts.
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Assignment 4: Test & Improve

Test and improve Classification
• Hallucinations are often created by models when 

provide a prompt that does not have a valid response 
or if you keep repeating a prompt as the model 
responds with less confidence.

• The search and discovery will be as good as the 
prompts and classification knowledge.   If your 
classification is described using incomplete or 
ambiguous terms, you will get incorrect information.

Could we test both ideas.

Prompt

A1: High Conf

A2: Medium  
Conf

A3: Low Conf 
or imaginary

Prompt Response

Private 
Knowledge

Prompt

Private 
Knowledge
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Assignment 1 

1. Which approach are you going to use? KNO v/s Public LLM?

2. What kind of generative solution is required – summarization vs QA vs translation vs code 
design?

3. Even if you are using KNO, how will you decide the chunkification, embedding, prompt 
engineering and tokens?

4. Do you need to build a chatbot, co-pilot or agent?
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Thanks.  
For questions, please contact

nsathi@aaii.ai


